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CLIMATEGATE  by Robert Denham

 

As a Christian, I'm obviously not a big believer in Karma.  However, having said that, I do find a supremely delicious irony

in this terrible winter we're suffering.  With the election of Obama, the Global Warming crowd--the world over--finally got

a president who "agreed" with them; an American leader who was going to sweep in, and give them everything they

wanted, finally forcing America to yield to “common sense“.  Of course, Obama knows, as does every “Climate Change”

politician, that the whole thing is an insidious, crisis-generating hoax; a purposely vague and convoluted, highly-adaptable

means to impose ever more intrusive, dictatorial legislation on a bewildered, concerned populace, and to control and

manipulate economies, for reasons using that ever-valuable red-herring, “scientific evidence”, as justification.  Politicians,

but especially liberals, never waste a good crisis; even one completely made up, like “man-made” Global Warming.

Well; funny thing.....with the coming of America's first “Green” president, committed to taking the proper steps, aimed at

stopping Global Warming/Climate Change, the Northern Hemisphere has seen its worst winter in decades.  Also, the

"Climategate" incident, blatantly--finally--exposing the very thing we on the Right have suspected all along, has made its

undeniable impact.  The “hockey stick graph” controversy also has emerged, bringing its own questions to “the continuing

debate”---as the New York Times has desperately, defiantly, called it.  The UN’s Copenhagen Conference, which, literally,

was supposed to subtly usher in a shiny new world government based in Global Warming nonsense, utterly fell apart ---

thank God, partially over questions brought on by the bad weather.  The UN Climate guy, Yvo de Boer, has now quit, due

to "bickering between large and small countries".

Yeah, right....he's quitting because he’s embarrassed, as a result of the massive PR and credibility disaster which amateur

climatologists, computer hackers and good, old Mother Nature, have unleashed upon his office.

Mr. de Boer will step down on July 1, to "work in business and academia".  If he goes into business, it better hadn't be

industry; he'll either be contributing to Global Warming, or be severely restricted by his own rules.  President Obama and

the zombie-like Democrats, of course--getting their strings pulled by their European billionaire campaign contributor and

big Global Warming investor--“Soulless George” Soros--are plowing ahead (pun intended) as if nothing has happened. 

For example, Obama trudged through the record three feet of snow in DC, to install Carol Browner, his Global Warming,

“Climate” Czar, in her new office.  Somehow, he kept a straight face, neither giggling insanely, nor sobbing

uncontrollably, despite the ridiculous, overwhelming paradox.  But then, he is a lawyer.  Climategate, of course, is lamely

dismissed by the  Left --- ever seeking ways to minimize the damage and scrambling to patch up their leaking ship.

To this end the Global Warming scientists now shamelessly claim they saw this winter coming years ago, saying all this

snow, ice and cold temperatures, are --- naturally -- due to Global Warming.  Al Gore has all but disappeared from view,

his dire prophesies of warming-related disaster appearing tardy at best. Perhaps he should amend his “the planet has a
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fever” statement to, “the planet has a fever…and chills!”  All this happened, just as our Dear, Beloved Leader was working

to line us up at long long last, with the rest of the world's mindless enviro-weenies.

Maybe there is Karma, after all.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE ROOTS OF ISLAMIC TERRORISM by Robert Williams

Nine years after 9/11 it has become evident that militant Islamic terrorism is not going away any time soon.  It has also

become evident that the perpetrators are not just a bunch of thugs --- that they are driven by both religious fervor and a

distorted view of  modern  Western culture.  That distorted view is unfortunately embedded deep in the psyche of millions

upon millions of Muslims across the world.  They are convinced that the Western goal is to keep Muslims backward in

order to control their oil sources and through such domination prevent the Islamic world from re-gaining their once

glorious empires.  Well,  they are partly right.  It's not true that we wish to keep them ignorant and poor, or that we exploit

their oil (God knows we pay a high price for it),  but it is true that we don't want to see a return of their previous autocratic

empires any more than we were willing to succumb to the Japanese or German imperialism of World War Two.

The Islamist distortions contrast with the Western view that Muslim countries have been so long under autocratic regimes

and 7th century Islamic doctrines that they themselves are mostly responsible for their own inability to think in modern

democratic terms.  There is always hope that younger generations and fragile reformations like those starting in Iraq will

ultimately resolve this impasse.  However,  in spite of this hope there remains a lingering bitterness in the entire Muslim

world that feeds continuing recruitment and sympathy for the terrorist agenda.

To understand this bitterness better we have to look back not only to the former crumbling of the once great Islamic

empires but also more recently to the 1960's when several Muslim countries including Egypt were defeated in a war with

Israel.   That defeat shattered the growing Arabic nationalism under leaders such as Nasser.  The two paths left were to

make peace with Israel and merge with Western culture under leaders such as Anwar Sadat,  or revert to religiously

motivated guerrilla wars against any and all Western influence.  Russia exacerbated the guerrilla trend by invading

Afghanistan and triggering a Muslim crusade to kick the Russians out.  With some help from America and financing from

Saudi Arabia,  the Russians were indeed kicked out of Afghanistan and the vacuum was filled with the Taliban and Osama

bin Laden's crew.  Now some of the Mujahedin and their allies we helped in Afghanistan have turned on us for the same

reason they fought the Russians (or at least as they see it).

The Islamists saw defeat of Soviet Russia as a great victory for their cause and were inspired to threaten the Saudi

Kingship for being too secular.  The Royal family agreed to give the fundamentalists a free hand in "purifying" Islam and

Islamic Sharia law within Saudi Arabia in exchange for allowing the Kingship to continue.  The Saudis also provided

funding for a massive surge in mosque building and Islamic schools throughout the world in order to spread the Sunni

Wahabi brand of extremist Islam.

Our first thrust into Afghanistan after 9/11 was militarily successful partly because some tribal leaders were already at war

with the

Taliban.  But al Qaeda  and the Taliban merely regrouped in Pakistan, an Islamic state in turmoil with a weak government

and a history of helping the Taliban get established in the first place.  Some Western intelligence agencies claim that

elements of the Pakistani Army and intelligence groups are still helping the terrorists.  To complicate matters further,  Iran

had a fundamentalist revolution which resulted in another oil-producing  Islamic state aggressively backing a variety of

Islamist terrorist groups including the Lebanese Hezballah and the Palestinian Hamas.

Pakistan already has atomic weapons and Iran is thumbing its nose at the world and closing in on their own nuclear

capability.  The Taliban have not yet responded to attempts to buy them out.  In spite of giving up Gaza,  Israel is still

besieged by Islamic rocket fire.  It is beginning to look like the much vaunted "diplomacy" has failed on all fronts.  If the
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West continues to do nothing effective about Iran and fails to contain the revived insurgency in Afghanistan,  then

Pakistan will not be able to withstand the Islamist surge and we will have the nightmare of two nuclear powers in terrorist

hands.  The sensible thing to do would be get much tougher with Iran and be sure we win in Afghanistan.  Instead our

Western leaders are talking about useless sanctions on Iran and have already tied our soldiers' hands behind their backs

with restrictions on engagement that are seriously hampering their ability to win in Afghanistan.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE GOOD,  THE BAD,  AND THE UGLY by Robert Williams

In surveying human history right up to the current debates in our Congress,  it seems that in the end most disagreements

revolve around what is good and what is bad.  Ancient cultures considered it good to dominate other cultures by any means

they could.  Not too long ago many people considered it good to burn alleged witches at the stake.  More recently the Nazi

Party considered it good to eliminate Jews,  and Soviet Russia and China were aggressively promoting the spread of

communist dictatorship no matter how many lives were ruined in the process.  Now we have terrorists justifying their

murderous agendas in the name of a religion.

When such programs use violence and intimidation to achieve their ends then that is ugly to those of us who believe in

liberty,  justice,  and the rule of law.  When we have to, we use superior force to turn back what we see as evil tides, and to

preserve our way of life.  Unfortunately it is not always external forces that cause conflict.  Our own civil war was an

example of strong disagreement about how we should run our lives --- what is good and what is evil.  In that situation all

efforts to avoid violence failed because the disagreement was un-reconcilable by other means.

The growing rift between left and right philosophies in our country seems to be getting more intense.  Compromise

becomes difficult or impossible in the face of stubborn rigidity.  I think part of this rigidity is our habit of starting at the

wrong end.  We  tend to concentrate on the specifics of particular issues instead of starting with a search for mutually

agreed definitions of basic good and evil. If we could start there,  it might be more possible to find out just where opinions

begin to diverge and why they diverge.  Perhaps in this manner more common ground could be found.

Recently I had an example of this process.  I fell into an argument with an old school friend of mine about patriotism.  We

were both  once in the military and agreed that part of patriotism was willingness to protect our country when asked to. 

Where we diverged was when we got to what was worth preserving.  He saw a socialistic leaning as "good" for our country

and I felt  exactly the opposite.  He saw liberalism and socialism as more "humane" and more "fair" and more "socially

just" than conservatism.   I saw socialism as governing by the decree of an elite few.  To do this the elite few would have to

eliminate most of individual liberty and engineer everyone down to a dull grey level of mediocrity.

He conceded that socialist Soviet Russia had failed to achieve a "workers paradise" but he believed that occurred because

they did it wrong.  We of course,  would do it correctly,  which is to say humanely --- without force.  He believed there was

enough "good" in most everyone for an elite few to steer this good in a humane direction.  I believed that "good" is not

inherent and has to be taught as a set of rules for getting along with others.  (morals --- if you will).  I also believed there

was no elite group of humans so superior to the populace as to devise the "best" way for us all to live --- and that our

founding fathers recognized this and accordingly wrote a lot of individual freedom and representative government with

checks and balances into our Constitution.

What my friend and I discovered was that we agreed on the basic definitions of good and evil but diverged on how to

implement a better world through governance.  In other words neither of us wanted to abandon the constitution but each of

us interpreted its implications differently and each of us saw good brought about in a different way by different

governmental policy.  Fortunately we agreed on one other fundamental thing --- the right of the majority to see their

desires implemented by a representative form of government.  So we ended up with some definite disagreements but not

sufficient to come to blows.  That, I believe is what is worth preserving.  Our constitution allows us to disagree yet live

together peacefully as long as the majority opinion of the populace prevails and we change things by vote rather than by

violence.
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Not so with intransigents.  If there can be no agreement on the basic definitions of good and evil or if a strong and popular

philosophy rises to promote violence against all who don't believe --- then we have a truly ugly situation where no

compromise is possible without reform of that philosophy or complete capitulation of one side or the other.  Of course

there can be intransigence without violence and that is where the majority-wins principle applies in a representative

democracy.  The minority in that case has to contain their rustration and abide by the will of the majority while working

towards a vote for the change the minority desires.

I had an example of intransigence recently when I argued  via private email with a leftist reporter who had published a

local article which included an interview with me when I was at a patriotic rally.  When I explained my attitude in more

detail to him he said he disagreed with me on most of my basic principles and that he did not want to waste his time

justifying why he felt that way.  I took him at his word --- but I was left with a sense that he either truly believed I was too

hopeless to discuss anything with,  or he was afraid of getting involved in a long-winded exchange that went nowhere as

far as he was concerned because he was not open to logic.  I get the same feeling when Obama dismisses out-of-hand the

opinions of anyone who disagrees with him.

Perhaps the reporter was right in that it makes no sense for two or more people to argue if those involved are not about to

change or compromise in any way.  Taking that cue means having an efficient method at hand to determine in short order

if a potential opponent is of the intransigent type.  If that person represents a minority then he or she can be ignored. 

Otherwise it makes sense to state views backed with facts and come to some understanding of the reasons for

disagreement.  Finding sufficient common ground and working from there towards an agreement about policies so we can

all get on with our lives.  This is the road to bipartisanship and supposedly the basis for a working representative

democracy.  Unfortunately it is not much in evidence at this time in spite of a lot of hoorah about the matter.

The American public is getting more and more aware of the situation and less and less tolerant of the impasse.   Whatever

congress results from the upcoming electoral process better pay attention or face even more public outrage than exists

now.  Tar and feathers anyone?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SIGNS AND CARTOONS
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